Using a 1D Lagrangian code specifically designed to assess the impact of multiple, time-resolved supernovae (SNe) from a single star cluster on the surrounding medium, we test three commonly used feedback recipes: delayed cooling (e.g., used in the GASOLINE-2 code), momentum-energy injection (a resolution-dependent transition between momentum-dominated feedback and energy-dominated feedback used, e.g., in the FIRE-2 code), and simultaneous energy injection (e.g., used in the EAGLE simulations). Our work provides an intermediary test for these recipes: we analyse a setting that is more complex than the simplified scenarios for which many were designed, but one more controlled than a full galactic simulation. In particular, we test how well these models reproduce the enhanced momentum efficiency seen for an 11 SN cluster simulated at high resolution (0.6 pc; a factor of 12 enhancement relative to the isolated SN case) when these subgrid recipes are implemented in low resolution (20 pc) runs. We find that: 1) the delayed cooling model performs well -resulting in 9 times the momentum efficiency of the fiducial isolated SN value -when SNe are clustered and 10 51 erg are injected per SN, while clearly over-predicting the momentum efficiency in the single SN test case; 2) the momentum-energy model always achieves good results, with a factor of 5 boost in momentum efficiency; and 3) injecting the energy from all SNe simultaneously does little to prevent over-cooling and greatly under-produces the momentum deposited by clustered SNe, resulting in a factor of 3 decrease in momentum efficiency on the average.
INTRODUCTION
Energy and momentum injection from supernovae (SNe) are thought to be one of the key ingredients regulating galaxy formation and the thermodynamics of the interstellar and circumgalactic media. Without feedback processes that reheat and redistribute gas in galaxies, simulated galaxies are found to be too cold and too centrally compact (e.g., Katz & Gunn 1991) . Despite its importance, however, a proper treatment of feedback in 3D hydrodynamics simulations remains elusive; at high resolutions ( 7 pc for n = 1 cm −3 and 1 SN; Kim & Ostriker 2015) , we can simply inject 10 51 erg of energy and get reasonable results, but at lower resolutions this direct injection approach yields incorrect asymptotic properties for the SN remnant (SNR), and consequently erroneous galaxy properties (Smith et al. 2018 ). E-mail: gentry.e@gmail.com
The fundamental cause of this is a phenomenon known as over-cooling (Katz 1992) : the rate of radiative cooling in a hot astrophysical plasma is a highly non-linear function of density and temperature, and when the energy deposited by an exploding SN is spread over too large a volume or mass as a result of low resolution, this non-linearity leads to a dramatic overestimate of the cooling rate. Since the full, complex physics that describes the interaction of SN ejecta with the interstellar medium (ISM) cannot be captured at currently-realistic resolutions in large galactic and cosmological simulations, simulators have adopted a variety of simpler subgrid recipes tuned to reproduce the "main" behaviour of an expanding SNR. This approach cannot hope to account for every dependence on the environment or context, so one typically starts with a simple model, and then only add new scalings as they are shown to be necessary.
One potentially strong effect is due to the clustering of core collapse SNe. Depending on the frequency of such events, it is possible that one or more SNe may occur within the remmant created by a previous explosion, giving rise to a hot, low-density cavity known as a superbubble. Some studies have shown that feedback from superbubbles can be much more efficient than isolated SNe at ejecting mass and adding momentum to the ISM (Roy et al. 2013; Sharma et al. 2014; Keller et al. 2014; Gentry et al. 2017 ; see Dekel et al. 2019 for a general discussion of regimes of SN clustering). The amount of enhancement from clustering appears to depend sensitively on the level of mixing across the interface between the hot SNR interior and the cool shell around it (Gentry et al. 2019; El-Badry et al. 2019 ) and the specific superbubble regime being studied. The turbulent mixing rate is uncertain, and likely depends on both the pre-existing clumpiness of the ISM and on the presence of magnetic fields, which suppress instabilities such as Rayleigh-Taylor that promote mixing (Gentry et al. 2019) . At present we lack detailed magneto-hydrodynamic simulations of SNRs including conduction with enough resolution to quantify the mixing rate, and thus the feedback boost from clustering is uncertain (see the review by Krumholz & Federrath 2019 for further discussion).
Since many traditional subgrid models for SNe do not directly account for clustering, it is important to investigate whether this could constitute a significant error in how we model feedback in galactic simulations. This is a question with at least three parts: how well does a particular subgrid recipe approximate a given superbubble, how well does it approximate each of the various regimes of a superbubble, and what is the relative occurrence frequency of each superbubble regime? For simplicity, in this paper we focus on the first question only: how well is the behaviour of a superbubble driven by 11 SNe captured by existing subgrid algorithms? We focus on this particular case because the high-resolution, state-of-the-art simulations of Gentry et al. (2017) show that it has near maximal effects in terms of boosting the terminal momentum of the SNR, and thus can be used to set an upper limit on the potential error that subgrid recipes make by ignoring the effects of clustering.
In this paper, we use 1D spherically-symmetric hydrodynamic simulations to study what happens when a number of common, traditional subgrid recipes are applied to a series of clustered SNe. We use these models to simulate the feedback of 11 SNe at both low resolution (∆r 0 = 20 pc, typical of isolated galaxy or the best-resolved zoom-in cosmological simulations 1 ) and high resolution (∆r 0 = 0.6 pc, sufficient to obtain a converged terminal momentum without an explicit subgrid recipe). While it would be ideal for each subgrid model to perfectly match the final momentum of a converged high-resolution 3D simulation, such a simulation is unfortunately not available for clustered SNe. In 1D, Gentry et al. (2017) show that the converged result for the total momentum enhancement due to clustering is a factor of ≈ 10 increase over simply adding up the momentum of single SNe (though this can be reduced if one includes an explicit model for turbulent conduction -see El-Badry et al. 2019 ), but Gentry et al. (2019) show that 3D simulations remain unconverged even at ≈ 1 pc resolution. However, the 3D result does provide a lower limit to the amount by which clustering enhances the terminal momenta of SNRs: by extrapolating from the simulation resolution to the Field length, they show that the expanded enhancement in terminal momentum per SN is at least a factor of 2 − 3. This provides our primary criterion for the success of a subgrid model: when applied to a low resolution 11 SN cluster, does it result in a momentum efficiency at least 2 times greater than the fiducial isolated SN momentum efficiency, thus reproducing the lower limit implied by the 3D simulations?
Finally, we needed to choose specific subgrid models to test. For this work we chose a sample of 3 commonly-used approaches: "delayed cooling" (specifically mimicking the "blastwave" feedback method available in the GASOLINE-2 code; Stinson et al. 2006; Wadsley et al. 2017) , "momentumenergy injection" (specifically mimicking the implementation used by the FIRE-2 simulations; Hopkins et al. 2018b) and finally "simultaneous energy injection" (specifically mimicking the implementation used by the EAGLE simulations; Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012; Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015) . This is not meant to be an exhaustive list, but covers some of the most common approaches which could be tested by our code 2 .
In Section 2 we introduce the ideas behind each of these subgrid models at a high level. In Section 3 we discuss the numerical methods used in our 1D simulations, and then the implementation details needed for each subgrid model. In Section 4 we show the results of each simulation and briefly comment on the differences. We put these results in context in Section 5 and then conclude in Section 6.
OVERVIEW OF FEEDBACK MODELS
Before getting into the implementation of each subgrid model, we give a conceptual overview of the physical motivation of each. In Section 3 we cover these models again at a lower level, specifying the implementation details of each step.
Delayed cooling feedback
Since the underlying problem is that at low resolutions SNRs cool too quickly, before they are able to accelerate enough mass, one early approach was to simply "turn off" radiative cooling, allowing the SNR to develop until the correct radiative cooling timescale, and then turn cooling back on (at which point most of the energy is likely rapidly radiated away). Since this delays the cooling, we will refer to this as the "delayed cooling" model.
To focus on a specific example, we will mimic the model proposed by Stinson et al. (2006) (although this idea dates back at least to Gerritsen 1997) . These Gerritsen-style models (e.g., Thacker & Couchman 2000) sought to be simpler than existing models that assumed unresolved phases within each resolution element in order to prevent overcooling, but they themselves introduced a number of free parameters which were not well explored until the systematic study by Stinson et al. (2006) . Stinson et al. used observational constraints (primarily the slope, normalisation and cutoff of the Kennicutt-Schmidt star formation law (Kennicutt 1998) , and the rate and steadiness of star formation in the Milky Way over the past 1 Gyr) to optimise the free parameters of a delayed cooling model. Stinson et al. found that the blast energy, E SN , is one of the hardest parameters to constrain. Even if a SN releases 10 51 erg of energy in its ejecta, some of that energy should be radiated away (rather than becoming hydrodynamically coupled to the ISM), but since radiative cooling has been turned off in this model the blast energy likely needs to be decreased to compensate. Stinson et al. initially suggested E SN = 10 50 erg (i.e., 10% of the ejecta energy), motivated by very high resolution simulations of isolated SNe (Thornton et al. 1998 ) and found that simulations using that value produce results consistent with the Milky Way hot gas fraction and a radial velocity dispersion comparable to observed quiescent spiral galaxies, leading them to recommend a default value of E SN = 10 50 erg. However, given the difficulty in constraining this parameter, we will test multiple values in this study.
Momentum-energy feedback
A second class a models takes a different tack: rather than focusing on intermediary steps (like mimicking the instantaneous cooling rate), we could instead focus on directly prescribing the key final results such as radial momentum. The radial momentum of a single SN expanding into a cold medium asymptotes to a value that is a function of the SN energy and the density and metallicity of the ambient medium (Cioffi et al. 1988) , and this momentum is expected to be a key driver of small scale limits on star formation (e.g., by driving turbulence that maintains the scale height of a galactic disc; Ostriker & Shetty 2011; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2013) , as well as large scale limits on star formation (e.g. galactic winds removing gas from galaxies; Murray et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2012; Dekel & Krumholz 2013; Creasey et al. 2013; Thompson & Krumholz 2016 ).
The specific model we will mimic is from the FIRE-2 methods (described in greatest depth by Hopkins et al. 2018a and with more context by Hopkins et al. 2018b) , although numerous earlier authors adopted very similar approaches (e.g., Kim et al. 2011; Kimm & Cen 2014; Kimm et al. 2015; Simpson et al. 2015; Goldbaum et al. 2016) . Hopkins et al. (2018a) set out to create and test a model that would work anywhere between moderately low and arbitrarily high resolutions, without requiring tunable parameters 3 (allowing them to make testable predictions of observables like galaxy mass, and star formation history whereas the delayed cooling model of Stinson et al. 2006 had to be forced to match these values by design). In order to do this, they employed a hybrid method: at high resolution it is primarily a direct energy injection method (which requires very few assumptions), but at low resolution it transitions to a momentum injection method when needed.
The FIRE-2 approach achieves this by first directly adding the ejecta to a neighbourhood around the SN location, calculating if that region has sufficient resolution to resolve the SNR evolution, and if not, adjusting the injected quantities (i.e. increasing the injected momentum and decreasing the injected energy), to approximate the late-time state of the SNR. When the expected cooling radius of a SN is unresolved, which is the case in almost all cosmological or galaxy-scale simulations focusing on spiral galaxies, 4 this recipe essentially reduces to injecting a fixed amount of radial momentum per SN. In practice, this model will always apply "energy-dominated" feedback in the high resolution simulations presented in this paper, and will always start "momentum-dominated" in our low resolution simulations but by about the fourth SN even our low resolution 11 SN cluster will start receiving "energy-dominated" feedback as the central density decreases and the expected cooling radius increases.
Simultaneous energy injection
The final class of models we will consider are those that try to address the mismatch between the mass that initially gains the energy in reality (i.e., the ejecta mass) and the mass that gains the energy in simulations (typically the kernel mass, which is much greater than the ejecta mass). For a fixed kernel mass, the first way to address a fixed amount of energy being spread too thinly between too much mass is to release more energy simultaneously into the fixed kernel, for example by injecting all SNe from a given cluster simultaneously. An additional technique is to artificially limit the mass that receives energy to be smaller than the typical kernel mass. We will specifically mimic the approach proposed by Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012) and used in the EAGLE simulations (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015) which does both: simultaneously injects all the SN energy from a star cluster 5 , and adding a stochastic element that only adds energy to a fraction of the kernel but in doing so guarantees that any elements receiving energy are heated beyond the peak of the cooling curve.
The key parameter in the EAGLE approach is ∆ , the increase in specific thermal energy by a cell receiving SN factors play a significant role in determining asymptotic momentum. 4 Though not in dwarfs, where lower densities yield larger cooling radii, and which can be simulated at much higher resolution due to their smaller overall size -e.g., Forbes et al. (2016) ; Wheeler et al. (2018) . 5 Dalla Vecchia & Schaye note that their model can be extended to stochastically release energy across multiple timesteps rather than simultaneously, but since their work focuses on the simultaneous case, we classify it as a "simultaneous" model. energy (mostly equivalent to a desired change in temperature, ∆T). By making this a prescribed parameter, they can ensure that any resolution element that receives energy is sufficiently hot ( 10 7.5 K) that the resolution element is radiatively inefficient. This comes at a cost; in order to inject the right amount of energy (on average), this sets a limit on the amount of mass (on average) of the resolution elements that can receive the energy. This is especially difficult at low resolution (for fixed cluster mass and SN energy), where we cannot usually select a set of resolution elements that partitions the injection kernel into the correct amount of mass that does and does not receive energy without splitting or merging resolution elements. To solve this, Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012) suggest a stochastic approach.
Within an injection kernel, each cell has a probability of receiving energy, p; this probability depends on the mass within the kernel and the total blast energy, but does not vary between cells. For the i th cell within the kernel (containing a cell mass m i after receiving its share of the SN ejecta mass) a thermal energy m i ∆ is added with probability p. By prescribing a sufficiently high ∆ , we can ensure that on average we inject the correct energy, even if a particular cluster injects more or less than the desired amount. They recommend choosing a value of ∆ corresponding to ∆T = 10 7.5 K, but note that for fixed total SN energy, higher resolutions will require higher values of ∆ (or else the model would calculate a value p > 1 which leads to always injecting too little energy). In Appendix A we discuss how resolution, total blast energy and the choice of ∆ affect the variance of the injected energy, which can guide the choice of ∆ .
This shows that although the model is generally free of tunable parameters, a derivation from first-principles can only recommend a rough lower limit for ∆ rather than a specific value. In practice, they inform their choice of ∆ through use of a suite of galactic simulations, comparing observables such as morphology, phase distribution, star formation rate and large scale wind properties, meaning results from these observables in similar simulations using this method cannot be treated as original predictions.
NUMERICAL METHODS
All the simulations we present here use the clustered_SNe code described by Gentry et al. (2017) , with a few modifications. We will briefly describe the general framework of the code and then clearly state the modifications, before moving onto the specific implementation details of each model added for this paper.
The clustered_SNe code hydrodynamically evolves blasts in a 1D (spherically symmetric) environment, with the assumption that all SNe occur at the same location r = 0. The ISM is assumed to have an initial spatially constant density (we use ρ = 1.33m H cm −3 for all the simulations presented here) and metallicity (Z = 0.02 for all simulations here); we only track total metallicity, not any specific species. The inner boundary is a zero-flux, zero-velocity boundary; the outer boundary condition does not matter since we choose a large enough domain so that the SNR does not reach the outer boundary. This ISM mass and metallicity is placed within moving mesh cells, with an initial spacing of ∆r 0 that depends on the specific simulation and no ini-tial velocity. Since the spherical shells initially have equal thickness, they do not have equal initial volume or mass.
For a given cluster mass, the clustered_SNe code uses the SLUG code (da Silva et al. 2012; da Silva et al. 2014; Krumholz et al. 2015) to directly sample a Kroupa (2002) IMF of stars, and then explodes any stars with an initial mass greater than 8M after a mass-dependent lifetime predicted by the Geneva stellar evolution models (Ekström et al. 2012) . Explosion mass and metal yields follow the results of Woosley & Heger (2007) , while each explosion is assumed to yield a constant E blast = 10 51 erg of energy (unless otherwise specified by a feedback model).
Each SN is injected into the innermost cell (unless otherwise specified by a feedback model), and then the cells are evolved using an approximately Lagrangian HLLC solver (Toro et al. 1994 , with the specific implementation by Duffell 2016) solving for hydrodynamics but not other physics such as gravity, 6 physical conduction or magnetohydrodynamics. Since cell boundaries are allowed to evolve, and arbitrarily thin cells would lead to arbitrarily small time steps and large computational costs, cells are merged with a neighbour when they become 10 times thinner than the average cell thickness (and cells are likewise split when 2 times thicker than the average cell thickness). Since the solver is only approximately Lagrangian, there is generally a small, non-zero mass flux between cells, but changes in cell mass should be minor outside of cell merge/split events and SN injection events. Optically-thin, metallicity-dependent radiative cooling is included using the GRACKLE cooling library (Smith et al. 2017) assuming equilibrium chemistry and a Haardt & Madau (2012) extragalactic UV background but neglecting galactic heating sources.
We also made some modifications since the version described by Gentry et al. (2017) . The biggest is that we changed the initial ISM temperature so that it matches the equilibrium temperature of the initial density and metallicity. For ρ = 1.33m H cm −3 , Z = 0.02, and a fixed γ = 5/3, this corresponds to a specific internal energy of 3.50×10 10 erg g −1 (about 340 K as calculated by GRACKLE, where radiative cooling balances extragalactic UV heating while ignoring galactic heating sources). Although this choice has no significant effect on the simulation outcome, which is the same as long as the ambient temperature is much smaller than the temperature of the hot gas in the SNR interior, starting the gas in thermal equilibrium simplifies the analysis. The second change is that, unlike in Gentry et al. (2017) , we do not include pre-SN stellar winds; now the only mass that is injected is from the SN itself. We disable winds because they are generally not included in the feedback prescriptions we are testing.
For each feedback model we do simulations with 1 SN and 11 SNe, ensuring that the same SNe properties are drawn for all 1 and 11 SN simulations respectively. The 1 SN simulations are run until a cluster age of 20 Myr (roughly 10 Myr after the only SN); the 11 SN simulations are run until a cluster age of 100 Myr (roughly 97 Myr after the first SN). For each model and cluster size we also carry out both a high resolution run (∆r 0 = 0.3 for 1 SN; ∆r 0 = 0.6 for 11 SNe to match the reference run in Gentry et al. 2017 ) and a low resolution run (∆r 0 = 20 pc). The particular resolution of our low resolution run is chosen so that the region in the inner "ghost" cell (the innermost 20 pc, which we do not hydrodynamically evolve) contains ∼ 10 3 M of material, which would be expected to produce ∼ 11 SNe if it were completely converted to stars. This mass and spatial resolution is also comparable to the typical highest values achieved in modern zoom-in cosmological simulations of spiral galaxies. In Appendix B we also show the results for a 3 SN cluster, but will not focus on it in the main body of this paper as we have no 3D 3 SN simulation to test the results against.
Delayed cooling implementation
As described in Section 2.1, the key idea behind the delayed cooling model is that there should be a spatial scale around the location of a SN into which the SNR can expand before losing a significant amount of energy to radiative cooling; associated with this expansion should also be a characteristic time scale. The approach of the delayed cooling model is to temporarily disable radiative cooling for any resolution elements initially within this spatial scale, R E for an appropriate time scale t E , explicitly delaying cooling.
These key scales are given as analytic expressions by Stinson et al. (2006, their Equations 9 and 10) that depend on the local ISM density, ρ 0 , and pressure, P 0 as well as the blast energy 7 , E blast :
where µ is the mean molecular weight, m H is the mass of the hydrogen atom, k B is the Boltzmann constant. (Note: Stinson et al. (2006) end up adopting a slightly different, slightly longer timescale for their final model, but in their Section 5.3.1 they ultimately conclude it should not make a significant difference.) It is easy to evaluate these expressions for the first SN when there is a single, clear value for ρ 0 and P 0 due to our initially-homogeneous ISM; for subsequent SNe it becomes more ambiguous due to the non-uniform bubble that has formed. To handle this, we solve for R E iteratively, starting from the centre of the simulation and stepping outwards until the volume-weighted average density and pressure result in an R E that matched the current radius. Fortunately, preliminary tests (using the results from an 11 SN reference run) found that there should typically be a single, unique R E for each SN; in practice we take the first valid R E (i.e. R E (ρ 0 (< r), P 0 (< r)) < r). Within this radius, all cells have their cooling disabled for a time t E , even if they later move beyond this radius. Cells that have already had their cooling disabled from a previous SN have their cooling turned off for the longer of: the current SN's t E and the remaining duration from the previous SNe's shutoff periods (t E,i − t SN,i ).
Since the cooling rate of a SNR does not truly go to 0 at high resolution, Stinson et al. (2006) leave E blast as a free parameter that can be decreased to compensate, suggesting a typical value of E blast = 10 50 based off their initial experiments. For each cluster we simulate, we will run two variants in order to explore the effect of this free parameter: one using E blast = 10 50 and another using E blast = 10 51 .
In addition to R E and t E , we must compute where to deposit the SN energy and mass. Following Stinson et al. (2006) , we assume a fixed kernel mass (M kernel = 3 × 10 5 M ), and solve for the corresponding radius, R kernel , that encloses that mass. Within this radius, we inject mass and energy using a Gaussian kernel with 1D dispersion σ = 0.1R kernel , weighted by the cell masses and truncated at R kernel . This kernel mass was chosen so that R kernel is always larger than R E ; this means some energy will be injected outside the cooling-disabled region and will be lost rapidly, but the amount so affected is minimal due to the sharp drop off in the Gaussian profile.
Finally, we point out that it is important that when the first SN occurs, the ISM is near its equilibrium temperature rather than significantly above it (which was originally the default of the clustered_SNe code; Gentry et al. 2017 ). If the ISM is far from equilibrium with a short cooling time, then an artificial discontinuity would rapidly develop near R E after the first SN. Within R E the gas would stay hot and over-pressured, while just beyond R E the gas would cool and drop in pressure, leading to an outward-propagating shock.
Momentum-energy feedback implementation
Momentum-energy models are characterised by a common thread: at high resolution their key active component is the injected energy, while at low resolution the active component is injected radial momentum, with a continuous transition between these regimes. For this work, we base our implementation on the FIRE-2 algorithm (Hopkins et al. 2018a ), but make a few necessary alterations to match the different geometry of our cells. Unlike Hopkins et al. (2018a) we neglect stellar winds in this work.
First, we define the total SN mass, momentum, energy and metal mass yields. The SN-ejected mass and metallicity will be consistent with our reference simulations, along with the times at which these SNe occur; this is in contrast to the SN mass yields and delay times suggested by Hopkins et al. (2018a) although we expect this makes relatively little difference. Next, we keep the SN blast energy at the fiducial E blast = 10 51 erg. The biggest difference between this model and our reference simulations is that this model also injects momentum. At high resolution, this momentum is determined by assuming the blast energy is fully kinetic:
but this momentum will be increased at lower resolution, depending on the properties of the cells into which the blast is injected. As a reminder, although we say the ejecta might be "fully kinetic", we only explicitly track metal mass, total mass, momentum and total energy-not kinetic and thermal energy separately. So even if the ejecta energy is "fully kinetic", the ejecta is assumed to inelastically collide with the cell mass, causing a change in both kinetic and thermal energy. By only tracking total energy, we do not need to directly prescribe how this collision occurs; we can simply solve for the resulting kinetic and thermal energy using the resulting cell mass, momentum and total energy. The injection kernel is probably the most significant departure from the algorithm described by Hopkins et al. (2018a) owing to the different geometry of our simulation (we use rigidly structured 1D, nested shells, whereas the FIRE-2 simulations use unstructured 3D moving particles). We identify the injection kernel to comprise the innermost N ngb = 3 cells (≈ 32 1/3 , as opposed to their 32 nearest neighbours). Next, we weight all cells equally, w i = N −1 ngb (using index i for the ith cell); this is in contrast to their solid angle-based weighting (Hopkins et al. 2018a, Eq. 2) which would only ever inject into 1 cell given our enforced spherical symmetry. Since we used a fixed N ngb independent of resolution, the weights are then equal and also independent of resolution.
We now can specify the amount of mass, metals, momentum and energy added to each individual cell. Mass and metals are easy; they follow the weights:
and
The injected momentum is slightly more complicated. As mentioned above, we start with a base amount of total momentum, p ejecta , but as the resolution decreases the amount of momentum is increased to mimic the SNR evolution below the resolved scales. At arbitrarily low resolution, all stages of the SNR evolution will be unresolved, so the momentum should approach the expected terminal momentum. This expected terminal momentum is calculated for each cell based on the cell's gas density and metallicity:
and Z = 0.02. The two extremes-arbitrarily high resolution for which ∆p i = w i p ejecta and arbitrarily low resolution for which ∆p = w i p t,i -are tied together by:
The injected total energy similarly starts with a high resolution proposal: ∆E i = w i E blast which is then corrected at low resolutions. The motivation for this correction is to avoid adding energy at unphysical large distances from the SN. While a SNR will not be able to directly add energy beyond the cooling radius of the SNR, at very low resolution, some of the N ngb neighbours in which we deposit energy might be beyond this cooling radius. Therefore, for each cell we first compute the expected SNR cooling radius:
If the cell's distance from the SN, r i , is larger than R cool,i , we then calculate how much the injection event will cause the cell's internal energy to change, ∆U i , and reduce the total energy injected so that the cell's change in internal energy is reduced by a factor (r i /R cool,i ) −6.5 while the cell's change in kinetic energy is unaffected.
Simultaneous energy injection implementation
As introduced above in Section 2.3, the simultaneous injection model attempts to explicitly harness the clustering of SNe by forcing every SN from a cluster to occur simultaneously. This loss of time-resolution changes the dynamics, hopefully in a positive way. Rather than each SN failing to heat the nearby material past the peak of the cooling curve (and quickly overcooling as a result), injecting all SN energy at the same time makes it more likely that the affected material will be heated beyond the peak of the cooling curve. Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012) go one step further, introducing a stochastic component that guarantees material is heated past the peak of the cooling curve; it is this particular algorithm that we will try to follow as closely as possible. The first part, defining the SN yields and delay time distribution, is easy. The yields are the same as in our reference model, in particular E blast = 10 51 erg. For the delay time distribution, if there are multiple SNe we modify the explosion times to all occur at t = 30 Myr, matching Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012) ; if there is only 1 SN, we do not modify the explosion time (typically t ≈ 10 Myr), since that corresponds to an arbitrary shift of when we define t = 0 and does not affect the results in any way.
The injection kernel comprises the innermost N ngb = 3 cells 8 , into which mass and metals are injected deterministically, while energy is injected stochastically. The mass and metals are distributed evenly between each cell:
The stochastic energy injection within this kernel is more complicated. First, the mass within the kernel, m kernel is computed, after adding the SN ejecta material. Then, given a value of ∆ , the desired increase in specific thermal energy, we can calculate the probability of any cell within the kernel receiving energy:
At high resolution the restriction p < 1 becomes problematic given the small kernel mass (∼ 14M for 1 SN and 130M for 11 SNe, coming predominantly from the ejecta mass). So at high resolution, we adopt a value ∆ corresponding to a ∆T = 10 9 K.
At low resolution, the p < 1 constraint is not a problem since the kernel masses are large: ∼ 70 × 10 3 M for both our 1 SN and 11 SN clusters (the kernel masses are approximately identical for both setups because the mass is dominated by material already in the ISM before the SN(e), and the ISM mass within the kernel is only determined by N ngb and the initial resolution and density which are all identical for the two clusters by construct). For 11 SNe, we can use ∆T = 10 7.5 K as recommended by (Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012) , since in this case our kernel mass to cluster stellar mass ratio roughly matches the value they used. For 1 SN at low resolution, the kernel mass is not as well matched. In order to have a reasonable probability of injecting any energy we have to reduce ∆ to the value corresponding to ∆T = 3 × 10 6 K. (Even with a ∆T as low as 3 × 10 6 K, there is still an ≈ 90% chance that no cell receives energy for our 1 SN, low resolution simulations.) This value of ∆T is sufficiently high to result in a cooling time that is about an order of magnitude large than the sound crossing time, satisfying the condition suggested by Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012, Section 4) : that the cooling time of a resolution element must exceed its sound crossing time in order to to avoid artificial cooling.
Although in a galactic simulation we would select cells independently and stochastically with probability p, in this controlled test we will simply run all 8 possible realisations deterministically for a given number of SNe and resolution (enumerating the 2 3 possibilities per setup of selecting or not selecting 3 cells-so a total of 32 simulations: 8 for each row in Table 1 ). Each of these realisations will be weighted with their respective Bernoulli probability: p N (1 − p) 3−N for a total of N cells being selected for energy injection.
RESULTS OF FEEDBACK MODELS
In this section we give the results and discuss each model in turn. In the next section (Section 5), we compare the results between models. A summary of the simulation results is given in Table 1 .
Direct injection results
We start with the simplest simulations which directly inject thermal energy and no momentum to the innermost cell. The evolution of the momentum with respect to time for these 4 simulations is shown in Figure 1 . These will provide the "reference" results, against which we will compare the 3 competing models.
Looking first at the 1 SN results, we see the standard picture: at high resolution, we recover the standard terminal momentum (∼ 3000 M km s −1 ), but at low resolution, overcooling becomes a problem, leading to far too little momentum (in this case, an order of magnitude too little momentum). This result is mirrored in the 11 SN simulations, but there it is slightly mitigated. As subsequent SNe occur, the density near the location of the blast drops, causing cooling to become less efficient and the resolution requirements to be loosened. This is not a perfect solution; it takes multiple SNe before a well-defined superbubble is inflated at low resolution, and even then each SN blast eventually propagates out to the dense shell where overcooling can occur. Still, the low resolution 11 SN run only contains 3-4 times less momentum than the high resolution simulation, whereas the 1 SN simulations exhibit a factor of 10 deficit in momentum when the resolution is worsened.
Delayed cooling results
Similar to the reference case, we ran simulations of 1 and 11 SNe at high and low resolution. Since the blast energy is a free parameter within the Stinson et al. (2006) algorithm, we carry out this experiment for two different blast energies: E blast = 10 50 erg and 10 51 erg. The resulting momentum evolution of each simulation can be seen in Figure 2 .
Starting with the 1 SN simulations, we see the expected behaviour. When injecting the recommended blast energy Table 1 . Simulation results. "Model" refers to the injection model; N SNe refers to the number of SNe from the cluster; E blast denotes the energy added per SNe; ∆r 0 gives the initial spatial resolution; t end indicates when we extract the final momentum and energy of the simulation relative to the time of cluster formation; p end gives the momentum at that time; E kin is the final total kinetic energy within the computational domain while ∆E int is the change in total internal energy within the computational domain relative to the moment before the first SN. For the simultaneous energy injection model, the final momentum and energy results are presented as the mean and standard deviation of our realisations (but it should be remembered that the distributions of these results are very non-gaussian; see Figures 5 and 6) . (10 50 erg), both the high resolution and the low resolution simulations do a good job reproducing the terminal momentum of the high resolution reference simulation. This is what the method was designed to do. Conversely, when we inject a blast of 10 51 erg and also shut off cooling, we observe a terminal momentum that is too large by a factor of ∼ 10. This is unsurprising for the high resolution case; if we add the same amount of energy, but delay the onset of cooling, the result will be too much momentum. It is slightly more interesting that the low resolution simulation also results in too much momentum. However, Stinson et al. (2006) were aware of this potential problem, and this is what motivated them to recommend decreasing the blast energy.
The situation for the 11 SN simulations is very different. In this case using E blast = 10 50 erg results in far too little momentum-at high resolution it even does worse than our low resolution reference simulation (which used E blast = 10 51 erg). This is because for the later SNe, the superbubble approaches near-adiabatic behaviour. Since the cooling radius is within the bubble where cooling is already relatively low, the cooling shut off switch in the delayed cooling prescription has little effect. However, the reduction in injection energy that Stinson et al. (2006) recommend in order to fix the single-SN case then results in an under-powered superbubble and too little momentum even at high resolution. (Note that even in the "high" resolution simulations by Stinson et al. (2006) , a typical cluster mass is 10 4 M , resulting in ∼ 100 SNe within 30 Myr, which means on average greater than 1 SN per timestep (they typically calculate star formation every 1 Myr). This means that rather than a se-ries of SNe with relatively smaller cooling radii, SNe will be grouped into fewer but higher energy blasts, with larger cooling radii and longer cooling timescales (see their Figure  18 ). This might help explain why their recommended blast energy proved sufficient for their much lower resolution simulations, but we find that it is not powerful enough for our simulations.) When we use stronger blasts (E blast = 10 51 erg), we find better results for the 11 SN case. For the first few SNe, the momentum starts too high (as expected from our 1 SN simulation results), but as the superbubble becomes more adiabatic, the delayed cooling approach starts to approach our direct injection behaviour. It is remarkable just how well the delayed cooling approach does with E blast = 10 51 erg for 11 SNe. Despite starting with more momentum at early times, and still shutting off cooling for each subsequent SN, the high resolution 11 SN simulation with E blast = 10 51 differs in terminal momentum from the high resolution reference simulation by less than 1%. The lower resolution delayed cooling simulation (E blast = 10 51 ) does not do quite as well, but still is relatively close (differing by only about 25%).
Thus this method is successful at being less resolutiondependent than the reference, direct injection method. Whether this resolution-robust method produces accurate momenta is a more complicated question. We have found that a fixed E blast is unable to handle both 1 SN and 11 SN clusters; an energy of E blast = 10 50 erg as recommended by Stinson et al. (2006) gives a good fit to the single SN case, but fails for 11 SNe, while injecting the full SN energy E blast = 10 51 erg succeeds for 11 SNe but fails for 1. The fundamental reason for this is easy to understand: the mean amount of radiative loss per SN is not a single number, but instead depends on the SN environment, and in particular on whether a SN is going off inside an already low-density, hot cavity carved by a previous SN. Both the ad hoc reduction from E blast = 10 51 erg to 10 50 erg and the density-and pressure-dependence built into equation 1 and equation 2 for R E and t E attempt to capture the complex dependence of radiative loss on environment, but they do not do so with sufficient accuracy to reproduce the results of the high resolution simulation across a factor of 10 in cluster size. That said, this analysis suggests that it might be possible to find a prescription for E blast (N SNe ), or to choose a value of E blast averaged over the cluster mass function, that performs better than the current approximation of picking a single E blast . This would require a campaign of simulations similar to ours, to quantity the amount of radiative loss as a function of cluster size. This is a clear indication, and a reminder, that these subgrid models can behave differently at different cluster sizes. This both means that it is useful to check how well each method is able to handle clustered SNe, but also provides a warning that our conclusions likely depend on the cluster sizes we test here (1 SN and 11 SNe). Dekel et al. (2019) identify as many as seven possible SN-driven superbubble regimes, of which we have tested only two.
Momentum-energy feedback results
We tested the momentum-energy injection prescription with high and low resolution simulations of 1 and 11 SN clusters. The momentum evolution is compared to our reference simulations in Figure 3 .
The clearest discrepancy between the results of this Figure 1 , except now overplotting the simulations using the momentum-energy feedback model. While it is difficult to see, the high resolution momentum-energy run is plotted starting at the first SN with the others; it simply matches the fiducial model so well that it is difficult to visually distinguish until t > 10 Myr.
scheme and our high resolution fiducial results is for the 1 SN, low-resolution simulation, which has a terminal momentum which is too high (by ∼ 30%). However, this is relatively easy to diagnose; Hopkins et al. (2018b) prescribe ∼ 5 × 10 5 M N SNe km s −1 of momentum per SN (at ρ = 1.33m H cm −3 ), so it is not surprising at that low resolution this assumption yields more than the 3 × 10 5 M N SNe km s −1 recovered at high resolution. Hopkins et al. adopt this value from the earlier 1D simulations of Cioffi et al. (1988) , and to be consistent with the earlier FIRE-1 simulations that used this value. Our 1D simulations improve on those of Cioffi et al. (1988) in many ways -for example by use of modern cooling tables and by adoption of a pseudo-Lagrangian high-order hydrodynamics method -and thus our somewhat lower value is likely more reliable. However, for our purposes here the offset between our high resolution results and the results of the momentum-energy feedback method at low resolution are not particularly significant, since they result from a particular numerical parameter choice, which can easily be changed. At 11 SNe, we find that the adoption of the momentumenergy injection method helps mitigate the effects of low resolution, yielding a terminal momentum that is a factor of ≈ 1.5 higher than a naïve low resolution direct injection method, though still a factor of ≈ 2.5 too small compared to the high resolution results. Although the momentum-energy injection results do not match as well as the best delayed cooling results using a value of E blast tuned to match the 11 SN case, the momentum-energy prescription does significantly better than the delayed cooling model using the lower E blast recommend by Stinson et al. (2006) . Further-more, since these results already have some margin above the minimally acceptable value, it is possible that the isolated blast terminal momentum prescription (equation 6) could be weakened so that simulations of both 1 SN and 11 SNe clusters match our high resolution reference results. In our testing, even simply decreasing the maximum injected momentum by a factor of 2 led to little decrease in the 11 SN, low resolution simulation's final momentum; the early momentum-driven blasts appear most important for opening the bubble when energy-dominated blasts would not suffice, but then most of the momentum is actually gained after the transition to energy-dominated blasts. However, in this work since we do not test a large diversity of cluster sizes, nor do we have a specific target final momentum for our 11 SN cluster, we simply note that it might be possible to weaken the isolated SN terminal momentum prescription, but cannot offer a specific prescription that we can show to be better.
At high resolution, the momentum-energy injection model behaves very similarly to the direct injection, reference model. The first blast already starts as an energydominated injection event, and after that point a low density bubble is formed at the centre of the simulation, further driving down the mass and density within the blast kernel, ensuring that all subsequent blasts also remain energy dominated. With that in mind, the largest difference relative to the direct injection simulations is that the energy-dominated blasts in the momentum-energy model are assumed to be fully kinetic, whereas the direct injection, reference simulations assume fully thermal blasts, explaining the slight discrepancy in results.
Simultaneous energy injection results
Finally, we compare the simultaneous energy injection approach to our reference simulations, with the momentum evolution shown in Figure 4 . Since there are so many realisations (8 high resolution and 8 low resolution), we simplify these figures by only showing the probability-weighted mean, along with mean ± 1 standard deviation at each point in time. The full distribution of final momenta can be seen in Figures 5 and 6 for the 1 SN simulations and 11 SN simulations respectively. No substantial difference was observed in the shape of the time evolution of the momentum of each realisation besides the overall normalisation.
First, for 1 SN at high resolution, we see in Table 1 and Figure 4 that the mean momentum corresponds well to the results from our reference simulations. There is some scatter (see Figure 5 ), as some realisations inject > 10 51 of energy and others inject < 10 51 , but the probability-weighted mean result is close to the standard expected value. This is unsurprising, because for 1 SN most theoretical studies predict a roughly linear scaling between momentum and energy at high resolution (e.g., Cioffi et al. 1988 , Draine 2011 , and the expected energy is unbiased by construction ( ∆E = E blast ). At low resolution for 1 SN, we see the simultaneous energy injection model does not do significantly better than the direct injection model, suggesting that it is still susceptible to overcooling even though we have ensured that at the time of energy injection t cooling ≈ 10 × t sound crossing . Ultimately this suggests that it is not enough to only prevent overcooling at the initial time of injection (by ensuring a fixed ∆T); over- cooling in the subsequent shock front is also an important consideration.
Moving to 11 SNe we find somewhat worse results. At high resolution, we find the average momentum per SN for 11 SNe is roughly consistent with our results for 1 SN; this is bad because even our low resolution reference simulation showed a substantial momentum efficiency boost. Even when we look at the high resolution realisation which adds the most energy (≈ 1.6 × 10 52 erg, i.e. ≈ 50% above the mean value), it still results in less momentum than the 11 SN low resolution reference simulation. This is an indication that the dynamics of a single, larger blast are different from the dynamics of a series of smaller blasts. If we naïvely extrapolate the momentum-energy scaling relation which is roughly linear for isolated SNe (e.g., Cioffi et al. 1988 , Draine 2011 , we would expect the mean momentum per SN to be roughly constant with respect to the number of SNe. That is qualitatively what we observe for these high resolution simultaneous energy injection simulations, whereas our reference simulations (e.g., bottom panel of Figure 1 ) clearly do not resemble a superposition of isolated blasts and instead seem to progressively build in intensity as the ISM is preprocessed by the preceding blasts.
At low resolution, while we do see a momentum efficiency boost for the 11 SN simultaneous injection realisations relative to their 1 SN simultaneous injection counterparts, it still has not clearly improved beyond the momentum efficiency of high resolution single SN simulations. This general situation is especially concerning since the cluster mass (≈ 10 3 M ) is actually well paired to the kernel mass at low resolution (70 × 10 3 M ), as this implementation intended. So in conclusion, the simultaneous energy injection model does not appear to be very effective at producing the correct final momentum. For the 1 SN cluster its performance is comparable to the direct injection model, but for the 11 SN cluster it does worse than the direct injection model.
DISCUSSION

Comparison of injection methods
In this section we focus on our primary question: which subgrid models produce a momentum efficiency for 11 SNe at low resolution that is at least a factor of 2 greater than the fiducial momentum efficiency of an isolated SN (i.e., p end /(100M N SNe km s −1 ) > 5500)? This is a necessary but not sufficient test; we predict the true momentum efficiency boost for this cluster is roughly a factor of 2, but these 1D simulations might overpredict the momentum that application of the same subgrid model in 3D would yield due to artificially suppressing asymmetries from hydrodynamic instabilities that drive mixing. Therefore, a subgrid model that cannot produce a factor of 2 boost in momentum efficiency in 1D would also necessarily underproduce momentum in 3D. However, we cannot assume the converse: if a model produces greater than a factor of 2 enhancement in momentum efficiency in 1D, it still might produce too little momentum in 3D.
Looking at Table 1, we can easily answer this question for the three subgrid models. The delayed cooling model clears this threshold for E blast = 10 51 but not E blast = 10 50 , the momentum-energy model clears this threshold, and the simultaneous injection model does not clear this threshold on average (although an individual realisation has a ∼ 10% probability that it will clear this threshold; see Figure 6 ).
As noted in Sections 1 and 4.2, this is not a perfect test. First, we do not precisely know the true momentum efficiency for this cluster; we can only extrapolate existing 3D simulations. Second, here we have only tested two cluster sizes (N SNe = 1 and 11), whereas we have shown that a particular choice of model parameters might perform well at one cluster scale and poorly at another (in particular, see Section 4.2). Therefore we cannot be sure how these models might perform across a realistic distribution of cluster sizes without a more methodical study, although by choosing an approximately maximal enhancement cluster (N SNe = 11), we hope to bound the problem. Third, by using 1D simulations we are artificially suppressing asymmetries produced by hydrodynamic instabilities that increase mixing and can decrease the final momentum. For instance, our reference model at low resolution clears our factor of 2 enhancement threshold, even though it almost certainly would result in too little momentum in 3D. This illustrates that our threshold could be too lenient, but to raise it higher would require a prediction about how additional mixing would affect each subgrid model. We cannot measure that directly from these simulations for each subgrid model, but we can make qualitative predictions.
Predicted effects of mixing
Although the low resolution (20 pc), 11 SN simulation using our reference model shows a factor of ∼ 3 increase in momentum efficiency relative to the fiducial isolated SN momentum efficiency, some 3D simulations of the same cluster (Gentry et al. 2019) showed an apparent decrease in momentum efficiency relative to the fiducial isolated value, even at much higher resolutions (e.g., 2 pc) due to the presence of increased mixing in 3D. This mixing is entirely numerical: the same simulation run at higher resolution shows a momentum increase, with the momentum continuing to increase even at the finest resolution available. Thus, while we do not have corresponding 3D simulations of this cluster for the subgrid models tested here, it is nonetheless important to consider what impact mixing might have in 3D at the resolutions likely to be typical of the simulations in which these recipes are deployed.
Delayed Cooling For the 11 SN, delayed cooling simulations with E blast = 10 51 erg, no cooling can occur until the shock moves beyond R E ≈ 100 pc or t E ≈ 7 Myr pass. In our low resolution simulation, the radius restriction passes first, after about 1 Myr has elapsed, at which point we can observe noticeable radiative cooling. Unfortunately the momentum efficiency at this time only reached about p(t)/(10 2 N SNe M km s −1 ) ∼ 1500; it has not yet achieved the isolated SN momentum efficiency let alone the desired factor of 2 enhancement. Most of the energy is still contained within radiative cooling-disabled cells, so our 1D simulation is still able to gain significant amounts of momentum beyond this time, but the same might not hold in 3D, especially if hydrodynamic instabilities are able to mix mass and energy across the interface of resolution elements with enabled and disabled radiative cooling. Therefore it is possible that although this model performs well in 1D, it could result in too little momentum in 3D.
Momentum-energy feedback
The momentum-energy model has a useful safeguard: at low resolution, even if all the thermal energy is radiated immediately after each SN, the deposited momentum is prescribed to approximately match the isolated SN terminal momentum. This means that it is unlikely that the momentum-energy model would result in a lower momentum efficiency than the fiducial isolated SN efficiency, even in the presence of strong mixing in 3D. Furthermore, this model already prescribes slightly too much momentum (see Section 4.3), and if the deposited momentum is enough to open a low density bubble, then the momentum deposited with subsequent SNe can increase as the local ISM density decreases (equation 6). Using our low resolution single SN simulation with this model as a lower limit on the efficiency (p/(10 2 N SNe M km s −1 ) ≈ 4400), we feel confident that this model would exhibit some enhancement relative to the fiducial momentum efficiency, but cannot be sure that it would achieve the desired factor of 2 enhancement. While it might be possible to tune this model by increasing the deposited momentum per SN for larger clusters, it is unclear how to best do this for a distribution of cluster sizes and across a range of resolutions for which a bubble might or might not be opened.
Simultaneous energy injection
The simultaneous energy injection model provides no direct means to prevent enhanced cooling due to mixing, but it does provide an indirect benefit: there is no time between SNe for the shock to weaken, which is when 3D instabilities like those seen by Gentry et al. (2019) are especially likely to develop and strengthen. Still, it is unlikely that this model will produce more momentum in 3D, and given that in 1D it already produces too little momentum ∼ 90% of the time, we do not expect this model would be able to capture the effect of clustering in 3D.
CONCLUSIONS
We set out to answer a primary question: which of the subgrid models commonly-used to model SN feedback in galactic and zoom-in cosmological-scale simulations can reproduce the factor of > 2 increase in the terminal radial momentum delivered per SN when SNe occur in a cluster of 11 SNe rather than as single, isolated event. This question is crucial because both observations and simulations suggest that superbubbles driven by multiple SNe play an important role in regulating the formation of galactic winds and ejecting mass and metals from galaxies. Our study therefore illuminates which subgrid models can at least potentially capture this phenomenon. The three methods we tested meet this goal with varying degrees of success. A delayed cooling model (similar to that used in the GASOLINE-2 code) can mimic the increase in terminal momentum of superbubbles, but only when we increase the deposited energy per SN from E blast = 10 50 erg (as recommended) to 10 51 erg; the price of this choice is that it overestimates the terminal efficiency produced by a single SN. A momentum-energy model (similar to that used in the FIRE-2 simulations) achieves this as well, without requiring any changes. A simultaneous energy injection model (similar to that used in the EAGLE simulations) fails with ∼ 90% probability in any given stochastic realisation, as well as in the mean of the stochastic results.
This test provides a useful window into how these subgrid models behave in realistic situations, but it should be remembered that this test has limitations. First, it was done at resolutions higher than those used in very large scale cosmological simulations. This was partially because we could only fairly test resolutions at which a 11 SN cluster could plausibly be resolved, but that in itself is an indicator that star formation feedback models must take on a slightly different function when a simulation cannot even resolve the mass of a typical stellar cluster. At that point, the average output per stellar mass formed (averaged over the distribution of cluster masses) becomes more important. Fortunately our model focuses on what we think is one of the key outputs-momentum. However, that brings us to the second limitation of our test: we know simply injecting the asymptotic momentum predicted by most current models is not enough by itself. In particular, even though Smith et al. (2018) found a momentum-based approach to yield the best galactic results out of a suite of simulations testing 6 feedback models, the momentum-based still failed on some key tests at low resolution (such as reproducing a realistic mass loading factor for the large scale winds). So while a momentum-energy approach might be necessary, it is not sufficient to produce accurate results at low resolutions. Furthermore, while our results show the value of performing these tests on common SNR/superbubble regimes, they also hint at the limitations of exploring only two possible SNR regimes, as we have here. For example, under the delayed cooling model E blast = 10 50 erg is strongly favoured over E blast = 10 51 erg for 1 SN, but for 11 SNe the opposite is true. Unfortunately, having tested only two cluster sizes, we cannot directly prescribe a solution. It is unclear if a simple switch between these two energy values, depending on whether SN are overlapping, would be sufficient to capture the main effects of clustering, or if we need a complex formula for E blast (N SNe , ρ, Z, ...). As another example, with the momentum-energy model, we saw that for 1 SN at low resolution, we can directly prescribe the terminal momentum, but at 11 SNe we ended with a different, higher momentum efficiency. If this model needs to be tuned stronger or weaker to properly account for clustering, it is unclear how to do so precisely; for a single SN, we could just turn a knob, but for a superbubble more complex behaviour dynamically emerges.
Finally, in order to understand subgrid models better we would at least need to run similar tests in 3D, which is how these models are most commonly applied and where these simulations would experience stronger mixing leading to stronger cooling and lower momenta. In Section 5.2 we made qualitative predictions on how each model might be affected by mixing in 3D, but it is hard to know a quantitative value without running the experiment directly. However, even if we ran these models in 3D (and in an ISM representative of those present in low resolution galactic simulations) our test would only be as powerful as our knowledge of the true momentum efficiency.
With regard to this last point, we remind the reader that the true momentum efficiency of clustered SN feedback is currently unknown, inherently limiting any test like this. While we are making progress towards understanding the effects of clustering on SN feedback, discrepancies as large as a factor of 5 still exist within current literature. These discrepancies are primarily because we do not know the true level of physical mixing present in a superbubble expanding into a realistic ISM. Solving this problem likely requires converged simulations that include thermal conduction and a 3D, multi-phase, turbulent, magnetised ISM. While various simulations of clustered SNe have touched on each of these in turn, none have done so simultaneously, let alone across a range of superbubble regimes. Until that point, our ability to test, diagnose problems within and improve subgrid models of SN feedback will remain fundamentally limited.
APPENDIX A: CONVERGENCE IN THE SIMULTANEOUS ENERGY INJECTION METHOD
As seen in Figures 5 and 6 , even at high resolution the simultaneous energy injection method does not necessarily converge towards a deterministic result. In this section we will discuss the source of this behaviour, which touches on the limiting properties of the model with respect to several key parameters: m kernel , N ngb , ∆ . And while there are many ways we could look at the convergence of this method, we will focus on the distribution of the injected energy.
First, let's look at the mean of the distribution. By design, if m kernel ∆ ≥ N SNe E blast , then the method will be unbiased. (If that condition is not true, then the method becomes deterministic and will always inject too little energy, so we will assume an appropriate value of ∆ has been chosen for the remainder of this section.)
The more interesting quantity is the variance of the injected energy. For this method, the fractional variance is:
where the second form holds for resolution elements of similar mass. This shows that so long as m kernel ∆ > N SNe E blast , the method remains stochastic. The only way to ensure true determinism while remaining unbiased is to chose a ∆ such that m kernel ∆ = N SNe E blast . While this might work for some methods (like the primary situation for which this model was envisioned: a fixed kernel mass and with an identical N SNe per cluster) it does not work for all methods (such as those with varying m kernel which is true for grid-based codes on which this model was also designed to work, stochastic Figure B2 . Same as Figure 3 , except now for a 3 SN cluster and without a high resolution run using the momentum-energy feedback model. number of SNe per clusters, or those with m kernel so large that ∆ does not correspond to heating the gas beyond the peak of the cooling curve). But there are still some cases in which this method converges towards a deterministic result. In particular, for fixed m kernel , as N ngb increases, the variance will approach 0. But in practice, it is typically m kernel that is improved, while N ngb is held fixed. We can see that that will also lead to a decrease in variance, but will eventually hit the limit m kernel ∆ = N SNe E blast if ∆ is not raised (which increases the variance).
When designing this method to apply across a large range of scales, the best we can do is prescribe how the variance should depend on resolution and total blast energy. For instance, if we set a minimum variance at high resolution (i.e. fixed the ratio of m kernel ∆ /N SNe E blast ) then the injected energy would converge to a distribution and always remain non-trivially stochastic (e.g. the right panel of Figure 5 shows how energy is distributed as a scaled binomial for our implementation). If instead we adopted a different function for ∆ (m kernel , N SNe ), we could force the variance to shrink to 0 as resolution increases, resulting in a delta function for the distribution of injected energy. Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012) do not specify a recommended form for ∆ (m kernel , N SNe ) at high resolution, so the the exact behaviour will depend on the particular implementation. 3 SNe reference (0.6 pc) reference (20 pc) simultaneous (20 pc) Figure B3 . Same as Figure 4 , except now for a 3 SN cluster and without high resolution realisations using the simultaneous injection feedback model.
APPENDIX B: 3 SN CLUSTER
To get a better understanding of how the behaviours of these feedback models are affected by the number of SNe produced by a cluster, we ran a few extra simulations of a 3 SN cluster (corresponding to an initial stellar mass of 300 M ). The evolution of the radial momentum of these simulations is shown in Figures B1-B3 . Since we are most interested in the performance of the feedback model simulations run at low resolution, not every feedback model was run at high resolution.
Without a 3D resolution study of this 3 SN cluster, we are unable to determine which of these models performs "well-enough" in the way that we could for the body of this paper. Instead, we analyse these results qualitatively. Starting with the delayed cooling model (see Figure B1 ), we can see that with E blast = 10 51 it does not largely overpredict the momentum as it did with a 1 SN cluster but not an 11 SN cluster (see Section 4.2). This means that it is possible the shutoff cooling model performs well always using E blast = 10 51 erg as long as N SNe > 1. However we cannot say if choosing a constant E blast is preferred over a more general, unknown function E blast (N SNe ) since we do not know the "true" final momentum to target. For the momentumenergy model (see Figure B2 ), we also see behaviour that more closely matches the 11 SN cluster than the 1 SN cluster; it predicts slightly less momentum at low resolution than the reference model predicts at high resolution. Finally, on average the simulataeneous realisations (with ∆T = 3×10 7 K) show a decrease in the momentum efficiency relative to the standard isolated SN value (see Figure B3 ). Since we have no 3D, 3 SN simulation, we cannot rule out the possibility that a 3 SN cluster should show a decreased momentum efficiency, but circumstantially it is a sign that the simultaneous model likely produces too little momentum. This paper has been typeset from a T E X/L A T E X file prepared by the author.
